INTRODUCTION
Although a detailed understanding of protein folding, evolution, and design remains elusive, it is generally acknowledged that gene duplication and fusion is the likely evolutionary process responsible for the emergence of common symmetric protein architecture from simpler peptide motifs (McLachlan, 1972; Ohno, 1970) . Symmetry is also a strategy to substantially simplify and parameterize computational methods for efficient de novo protein design (Bellesia et al., 2010; Fortenberry et al., 2011; Kuhlman et al., 2003; Lehmann and Saven, 2008; Richter et al., 2010) and exact symmetry of protein primary and tertiary structure has been experimentally shown to confer robust foldability in the face of major structural rearrangements (Longo et al., 2013) . Despite the prevalence of symmetry in protein tertiary structure, a clear understanding of the role of symmetry in protein evolution, as well as the development of practical symmetric design principles (e.g., principles that can leverage the simplifying power of symmetry with the nucleation condensation mechanism of protein folding) are lacking.
The gene duplication and fusion hypothesis for the evolution of symmetric protein architectures implies that the emergence of symmetric protein folds was a consequence of major errors of DNA replication in which DNA segments encoding short peptide motifs were duplicated and concatenated (McLachlan, 1972; Ohno, 1970) . Theoretical and experimental studies have supported a model of symmetric protein evolution in which the extant symmetric architecture likely emerged from a homo-oligomeric assembly of a smaller, archaic peptide motif via gene duplication and fusion events (Alsenaidy et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2000; Ponting and Russell, 2000) . From the standpoint of protein folding, for such a model to be feasible, the archaic peptide motif must have been capable of supporting protein foldability; that is, this first motif must have acted as an efficient folding nucleus. This folding nucleus was subsequently expanded by the symmetry intrinsic to the gene duplication and fusion evolutionary process, thereby obviating the need for oligomerization to form complex symmetric protein architecture and, importantly for enabling functional adaptive radiation, resulting in subsequent asymmetric divergence. Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the ''building block'' of evolution early in the emergence of symmetric protein folds was the folding nucleus. If this hypothesis is correct, the folding nucleus represents the critical element in de novo protein design of symmetric protein architecture.
Studies of the folding nucleus of extant protein folds indicate that the nucleus typically comprises one-third to one-half of the overall polypeptide chain of single-domain, globular proteins (Bradley and Barrick, 2006; Courtemanche and Barrick, 2008; Fowler and Clarke, 2001; Kim et al., 2000; Lindberg et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2002; Longo et al., 2012; Saeki et al., 2004; Went and Jackson, 2005) . Furthermore, due to divergence subsequent to gene duplication and fusion, the folding nucleus may be a cryptic region-not defined by exon boundaries or contained neatly within one of the apparent structural repeating motifs. ɸ-value analysis is one means by which the folding nucleus can be experimentally identified via its contribution to formation of the folding transition state (Fersht and Sato, 2004) . Thus, whereas the presence of an efficient folding nucleus appears to be a critical design requirement, there is no clear principle for the efficient utilization of a folding nucleus in protein design, as well as how to complete the design of the remaining majority of the polypeptide, to produce a robustly folding protein.
Folding nucleus symmetric expansion (FNSE; Figure 1 ) is an efficient protein design approach that exploits evolutionary principles and experimental identification of a folding nucleus to rapidly generate a completely symmetric globular protein using a remarkably simple design principle. FNSE is based on the hypothesis that a purely symmetric protein (that is, a protein with both primary and tertiary structure symmetry) can be created by expanding the primary structure of the folding nucleus according to the intrinsic structural symmetry of the target architecture-independent of structural repeat definitions. Thus, with this simple design rule, a nucleation-condensation design principle is neatly combined with a solution to the completion of the entire polypeptide sequence. Furthermore, the properties of the resulting purely symmetric sequence may include folding that is robust to subsequent diverse mutational change due to the potential presence of redundant folding nuclei. In this regard, such a protein would be an ideal scaffold for functional engineering studies, an approach that has demonstrated feasibility (Farid et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2010; Parmeggiani et al., 2008) .
As a test of the FNSE method, we applied it to the de novo design of a b-trefoil architecture (a common single-domain globular protein fold having threefold symmetric tertiary structure). Previously, the folding nucleus of fibroblast growth factor-1 (FGF-1; a b-trefoil protein) was identified (Longo et al., 2012) by ɸ-value analysis (Fersht and Sato, 2004; Goldenberg et al., 1989; Serrano et al., 1992 ; Figure 2 ). The primary structure of the FGF-1 folding nucleus was subsequently internally propagated using a three-fold symmetry operator to all equivalent positions throughout the entire b-trefoil tertiary structure to generate a purely symmetric protein scaffold in a single design step (Figure 3 ). The resulting protein (dubbed Phifoil for ''ɸ-value analysis derived b-trefoil'') is an efficiently folding polypeptide that correctly adopts the b-trefoil target architecture. Furthermore, Phifoil is more thermostable and significantly less aggregation prone during thermal unfolding than FGF-1. Phifoil, unlike FGF-1, is exceptionally well described by cooperative two-state models of protein folding. Notably, the exact three-fold symmetry of the primary structure within Phifoil provides the potential for redundant (i.e., two intact and one interrupted, or three circularly permuted) folding nuclei-any one of which may be sufficient for foldability.
A key finding of the present study is that FNSE can provide a remarkably simple and straightforward design strategy to efficiently produce robustly folding complex protein architecture. Taken together, the results highlight an underlying connectedness between the folding nucleus and protein evolution, symmetry, and design.
RESULTS

Primary Structure Characteristics
The sequence of Phifoil was extracted directly, with no mutational change, from the folding nucleus region of wild-type FGF-1 based on a previously reported ɸ-value analysis (Figure 2 ; Longo et al., 2012) . As a consequence of the FNSE design (Figure 1) , all three structural subdomains (''trefoil-folds'') of Phifoil exhibit 100% sequence identity ( Figure 3) ; conversely, there is only one symmetry-related position in FGF-1 in which all three subdomains share the same amino acid-a Gly residue at positions 29, 71, and 115. Although unintended, the size of the amino acid alphabet used by Phifoil is reduced: only 15 of the 20 amino acid types present in FGF-1 are contained within the Phifoil sequence (Asn, Cys, Met, Phe, and Trp are excluded). Thus, Phifoil contains both exact primary structure symmetry and a reduced amino acid alphabet.
Isothermal Equilibrium Denaturation
Chemical denaturation by guanidinium hydrochloride (GuHCl) of both FGF-1 and Phifoil is well described by a two-state unfolding model ( Figure 4A ; Table S1 available online). The unfolding transition of both proteins is highly cooperative, although Phifoil exhibits an 10% reduction in m-value compared to FGF-1, presumably reflecting its smaller size (L Phifoil = 126 residues, L FGF-1 = 140 residues). Indeed, the predicted m-value (Geierhaas et al., 2007) for Phifoil based on the number of ordered residues in the crystal structure is consistent with, albeit slightly lower than, the experimentally determined value (m pred = 16.1 kJ/ mol/M, m obs = 17.5 kJ/mol/M), suggesting that the Phifoil unfolding reaction spans a well-ordered native state and a highly unstructured unfolded state. Both proteins possess essentially identical stability at 25 C in the absence of denaturant, with DG unf = 21.9 ± 0.3 kJ/mol and 20.7 ± 0.3 kJ/mol for FGF-1 and Phifoil, respectively.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The thermal unfolding of Phifoil is markedly dissimilar to that of FGF-1 ( Figure 4B ; Table S2 ) as assessed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Unfolding of FGF-1 is noncooperative and characterized by significant aggregation near the unfolding transition, manifest as an exothermic signal subsequent to unfolding (apparent negative DC p ) and with visible precipitation in recovered samples. As such, thermodynamic parameters describing the thermal denaturation of FGF-1 without denaturant cannot be directly determined . In contrast, Phifoil denaturation is well described by a two-state model of protein unfolding, with DH van't Hoff /DH cal equal to unity. Furthermore, Phifoil unfolding is associated with a significant positive DCp, as expected for exposure of hydrophobic residues to solvent upon denaturation (Privalov, 1963) . The predicted value of DC p (T m ) for Phifoil unfolding based on the m-value from isothermal equilibrium denaturation (Geierhaas et al., 2007) is in good agreement with the experimentally determined constant pressure heat capacity (DC p,pred = 10.1 kJ/mol/K, DC p,obs = 9.5 kJ/ mol/K), again highlighting the two-state nature of the Phifoil unfolding reaction. Although it is not possible to accurately compare the unfolding temperatures of FGF-1 and Phifoil (due to FGF-1 precipitation), the temperature of the excess enthalpy peak of the Phifoil endotherm occurs 20 C higher than that of FGF-1, indicating that Phifoil is substantially more robust to thermal unfolding.
Previously, it was demonstrated that the thermal unfolding of FGF-1 is two-state in the presence of 0.7 M GuHCl, thereby permitting calculation of thermodynamic parameters . Under this condition, both proteins exhibit agreement with a two-state model of protein unfolding and DH van't Hoff /DH cal is close to unity. In 0.7 M GuHCl, the melting temperature (T m ) of Phifoil is 8.5
C higher than that of FGF-1, again indicating that Phifoil is more robust to thermal unfolding. The enthalpy of unfolding of Phifoil is smaller than that of FGF-1 by 16% in 0.7 M GuHCl. DC p (T m ) for FGF-1 in the presence of 0.7 M GuHCl and higher (where two-state folding is observed) is 9.3 kJ/mol/K-essentially identical to that of Phifoil (in the absence of denaturant), suggesting that the unfolded states of the two proteins are equally unfolded.
Empirical Phase Diagrams pH versus temperature empirical phase diagrams (EPDs; Fan et al., 2007) for FGF-1 and Phifoil were determined ( Figure 5 ; the FGF-1 EPD is a new diagram that includes prior published data; Alsenaidy et al., 2012) . Probes were chosen to monitor several key aspects of protein structure: circular dichroism (CD) was selected to probe secondary structure formation, 8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid (ANS) binding was included as a probe of partially folded or molten globule states, and static light scattering (SLS) was used as a probe of protein aggregation. Taken together, these data provide a comprehensive view of the structural state occupied by the protein at any given pH and temperature.
Phifoil, unlike FGF-1, exhibits a cooperative unfolding transition as seen by CD at every pH tested. Under conditions in which FGF-1 also exhibits a cooperative unfolding CD transition, Phifoil is significantly more thermostable in each case. The unfolding of Phifoil appears two-state over a much wider range of pH compared to FGF-1; for example, from pH 6 to pH 8, the unfolding transition of Phifoil is not associated with either aggregation or ANS binding. In contrast, there is no pH at which FGF-1 undergoes a two-state transition; unfolding of FGF-1 is always associated with both ANS binding and aggregation. In cases in which Phifoil does exhibit ANS binding and aggregation, these signals occur subsequent to or concurrent with the unfolding event ( Figure 5 ; Figure S1 ) whereas with FGF-1, ANS binding (and to a lesser extent, aggregation) are observed prior to secondary structure melting. Aggregation of Phifoil is observed only at pH 4 and pH 5 near the calculated isoelectric point (pI Phifoil = 4.63). In total, the EPDs reveal that Phifoil is better described by a two-state unfolding process, is more thermostable, less aggregation-prone, and less likely to adopt partially folded or molten globule states across a wide range of pH and temperature compared to FGF-1.
X-ray Crystallography
An X-ray structure of Phifoil was solved to 2.15 Å (Figure 6 ; see Table 1 for refinement statistics); the crystal structure for human FGF-1 has been previously reported (Bernett et al., 2004; Blaber et al., 1996) . Phifoil adopts an idealized (i.e., purely symmetric) The primary structures of Phifoil and FGF-1 (single-letter code) are arranged according to the three repeating trefoil-fold structural subdomains ( Figure 1A ). The numbering scheme is based upon FGF-1 (relative gaps or insertions are indicated). The red shading of contiguous amino acid positions 23-64 identify the folding nucleus of FGF-1 that was expanded by the three-fold symmetry of the b-trefoil architecture to construct the Phifoil protein ( Figure 1C ). Additional pink shaded positions identify identical amino acids between FGF-1 and Phifoil in the remaining regions of the protein-showing that the primary structure of the folding nucleus exhibits minimal identity with the other symmetry-related positions in FGF-1.
b-trefoil architecture with the major structural differences compared to FGF-1 localized to regions of relative insertions/ deletions (root-mean-square deviation [rmsd] Ca for conserved regions = 1.0 Å ). Structural analysis of the b-trefoil fold highlights 15 key positions that form a solvent-excluded central hydrophobic packing group (core-packing data provided in Table S3 ). In Phifoil, these positions are completely excluded from solvent (as determined with a 1.2 Å radius probe), whereas in FGF-1, this set demonstrates a partial solvent accessible surface area of 15.9 Å 2 (the principle contributors being Leu14, Val109, and Cys117). Overall core volumes (calculated from the side chain volumes and ignoring partial accessibilities) are 2,497 Å 3 for FGF-1 and 2,387 Å 3 for Phifoil. Thus, the Phifoil core buries 110 Å 3 (4%) less hydrophobic volume than FGF-1, a modest reduction in hydrophobicity. Cavity calculations using a 1.2 Å radius probe identify an 30 Å 3 central cavity in the FGF-1 structure that is absent in Phifoil. Although cavities are identified in the Phifoil structure, they are distributed and do not form a large central cavity and have a combined volume of 18 Å 3 ; that is, 12 Å 3 less than the central cavity of FGF-1. Thus, despite a 4% loss in hydrophobic volume, Phifoil packs its core more efficiently than FGF-1, as evidenced by the reduction in cavity size and the lack of exposed hydrophobic surface area. The preceding observation is explained principally by the fact that Phifoil lacks two functional insertions (positions 104-106 and 120-122) that are present in the third trefoil-fold subdomain of FGF-1. These insertions provide for heparin-binding functionality in FGF-1 but distort the three-fold symmetry of the central barrel (Brych et al., 2004) .
The regions comprising residue positions 11-52, 53-93, and 94-140 define the three repeating ''trefoil-fold'' subdomains in FGF-1 (Figure 3) . As a control experiment, three different b-trefoil constructs were prepared by symmetric expansion of these domains (i.e., utilizing a structure-based motif, not a folding nucleus-based motif). This structure-based motif approach reflects a common strategy in attempts to design symmetric protein architectures such as b-propeller Tawfik, 2007, 2011) and (b/a) 8 -barrel (i.e., TIM barrel; Hö cker et al., 2004; Richter et al., 2010) proteins-although such studies have met with limited success. Expression and purification of these three b-trefoil proteins (i.e., symmetric expansion of regions of FGF-1 not containing an intact folding nucleus) was attempted but failed in each case (data not shown). The constructs derived from the first b-trefoil subdomain and the third b-trefoil subdomain precipitated completely upon cell lysis; the construct derived from the second b-trefoil subdomain failed to express.
DISCUSSION
The prevalence of symmetric protein folds is something of a conundrum because their evolutionary emergence would appear to involve two consequences for protein folding that, individually, are typically considered lethal. The first is that gene duplication and fusion represents a major replication error-producing gross alterations to protein structure. Proteins have a delicate thermodynamic balance in favor of the native structure, and while conservative point mutations can often be accommodated, major alterations invariably tip this balance in favor of unfolding. The second is that gene duplication and fusion yields extensive regions of exact repeating primary structure-a situation postulated to frustrate folding pathways, resulting in kinetically trapped misfolded forms (Borgia et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2005) . The present results, however, suggest robust biophysical properties of folding for the Phifoil protein produced by symmetric expansion of the folding nucleus. FNSE provides a straightforward approach by which knowledge of the folding nucleus-determined either experimentally or computationally-can be used to simply and rapidly generate an intact symmetric protein fold. Motivated by hypotheses regarding symmetric protein evolution, FNSE should, in principle, be applicable to any common protein architecture characterized by internal symmetry (i.e., approximately one-third of known protein architectures). FNSE highlights a fundamental relationship between protein evolution, folding, and design by rebranding the critical folding nucleus as the key evolutionary building block and de novo design element. Proteins generated by FNSE will exhibit exact symmetry; that is, both the primary and tertiary structures of the resulting architecture will be symmetric. The fitness for folding of such exact symmetry has previously been contested (Borgia et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2005; Yadid and Tawfik, 2011) , although recent reports have unambiguously demonstrated that exact symmetry is compatible with efficient foldability (Alsenaidy et al., 2012; Hö cker et al., 2009; and that symmetric sequences can maintain foldability in the face of major structural rearrangement (Longo et al., 2013) . Indeed, symmetric sequences built from FNSE would make ideal protein ''scaffolds'' because they Tables S1 and S2, respectively. potentially contain built-in folding pathway redundancy, robust to diverse subsequent functional mutation.
The success of FNSE helps to elucidate the failure of structural motif-based symmetric protein design, as well as provides a possible explanation as to why proteins sharing a common symmetric fold do not necessarily share a related folding nucleus (Jennings et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Longo et al., 2012) . A number of experimental attempts have been made to leverage structural symmetry to simplify the protein design process, because symmetry provides a means to efficiently parameterize the protein design problem. In the majority of these studies, the repeating structural subdomain (i.e., typically defined beginning with the N terminus) is utilized as a building block and expressed as a fragment, or expanded as a multimer according the symmetry of the fold, with the goal of generating a foldable symmetric target architecture. Such approaches have proven largely unsuccessful, and were similarly unsuccessful in this study when using the different trefoil-fold repeat definitions in FGF-1 as building blocks. The key shortcoming of this structural motif-based approach is that it tacitly assumes that the critical folding nucleus is neatly contained within one of the repeating structural motifs. In the ɸ-value analysis of FGF-1 this assumption is clearly false; the folding nucleus is not neatly encapsulated within any of the three trefoil-fold repeating motifs. Furthermore, the folding nucleus is not neatly contained within any of the three exons of FGF-1. Thus, the folding nucleus of FGF-1 is a cryptic region using either structure-based or exon-based definitions as a probe (Figure 1) .
Top-down symmetric deconstruction (TDSD; ) has been used to successfully generate a purely symmetric b-trefoil architecture (the Symfoil protein) starting from the highly asymmetric FGF-1 b-trefoil protein. The TDSD approach relies on the iterative experimental identification of mutations that can increase the symmetry of the protein and incorporates a thermostability and folding cooperativity screen; as such, TDSD is labor intensive, difficult to implement computationally, and requires significant user expertise. In contrast, FNSE is straightforward to implement once knowledge of the folding nucleus is obtained; thus, computational formulation of FNSE is feasible (and can potentially be exclusively computational if folding nuclei can be computationally identified). Critically, the success of TDSD appears to be due to the conceptual framework identified by FNSE: Symfoil-4T, the final product of TDSD of FGF-1 to generate a symmetric b-trefoil protein, shares 77% sequence identity with Phifoil, indicating that TDSD was successful because it effectively isolated the cryptic folding nucleus of FGF-1 (which, at the time, was unknown).
The FNSE results, furthermore, suggest that the earliest symmetric proteins (i.e., the immediate product of duplication and fusion events) may have enjoyed built-in folding redundancy by virtue of having multiple-potentially overlapping-folding nuclei present within a single sequence. This condition is intrinsic to a gene duplication and fusion evolutionary process and comes with clear evolutionary advantages, because it may permit foldability in the face of major structural rearrangement (Longo et al., 2013) , and subsequent acquisition of mutations that may disrupt folding of one nucleus while still maintaining overall protein foldability through the presence of one or more redundant folding nuclei. This latter postulate explains why symmetric proteins distantly related by evolution need not exhibit the same folding nucleus location within the sequence. Related to this point is the observation that the folding nucleus of FGF-1 is not localized to any individual trefoil-fold subdomain, and is thus an apparent circular permutation of the presumed archetypical trefoil-fold subdomain. Circular permutation can result from gene duplication and fusion events also involving truncations-such that the apparent structural repeat domain no longer defines the folding nucleus. Thus, it is unclear whether the original b-trefoil building block may have used an alternate termini definition; however, it seems more likely that multiple nucleating sequences present in a single structure may be eroded by evolution to preserve only what is necessary to maintain folding-with no selective pressure to observe repeating motif or exon demarcations. The failure of repeat domain-based symmetric expansion highlights EPDs were constructed using three structural probes: circular dichroism (CD), in which the red color indicates native-like secondary structure; ANS binding, in which green color indicates partially folded or molten-globule-like states; and static light scattering (SLS), in which blue color indicates protein aggregation. Individual contributions from each probe are shown on the right; with the large images showing the additive overlay of all probe data (A, FGF-1; B, Phifoil). Source data used to generate the Phifoil EPD are shown in Figure S1 . the essentially irreversible evolutionary process associated with such mutational ''erosion,'' i.e., that the folding nucleus in a symmetric protein is no longer constrained to reside neatly within the apparent repeating structural motif. A previously published circular permutation study of a related symmetric b-trefoil protein (with permutations at all possible surface turn positions) showed that alternative definitions for the N and C termini, in comparison to the native termini definitions, are destabilizing in each case (Longo et al., 2013) . Fragmentation studies of a related symmetric b-trefoil solution also showed that the native termini definitions constitute a foldable solution for a putative ancient 42-mer peptide motif . Furthermore, alternative termini definitions that occur at position 23 and 64 do not residue within an exposed surface turn, but rather, within the central region of a b strand-with an expectation of major destabilization resulting for termini location. Thus, the folding nucleus of FGF-1 is a centrally located structural element, but beyond this appears to have minimal association with current boundary definitions of the structural repeat, exons, or putative ancient progenitor motif.
The improved biophysical properties of Phifoil compared to FGF-1 are an additional demonstration of the burden of function on foldability, stability, and solubility. It has been reported that functional regions of FGF-1 are highly segregated from the region that comprises the folding nucleus (Longo et al., 2012) ; thus, the construction of Phifoil, which was built from a region of FGF-1 devoid of any known function, may help disentangle which biophysical properties of FGF-1 are the consequence of functional mutation. Perhaps the most striking difference between Phifoil and FGF-1 is the fact that Phifoil is dramatically less prone to aggregation (only aggregating near the pI), suggesting that functional acquisition has negatively affected the folding and aggregation properties of FGF-1. In this regard, whereas the construction of Phifoil using the folding nucleus of FGF-1 has captured the essential stability of FGF-1, the precipitation of FGF-1 during unfolding is due to the (functional) regions outside the essential folding nucleus.
FNSE is an approach to rapidly design a stable protein scaffold with favorable biophysical properties useful for subsequent mutational engineering. The success of this approach underpins the evolutionary emergence of symmetric protein folds, and highlights symmetry as a structural property linking the evolution, folding, and efficient design of complex protein architecture with the critical folding nucleus. Longo et al., 2012) . However, turn 6 (positions 68-71) within this region exhibits ɸ-values indicative of folding after the transition state (i.e., ɸ-values 0.3-0.77). Additionally, symmetric expansion requires a region comprising precisely one-third of the basic b-trefoil architecture. To achieve this length requirement, and to capture the major folding nucleus region, the region comprising turns 2-5 was selected as the folding nucleus. Several amino acids before turn 2 and after turn 5 were incorporated in the final construct, because these positions are also likely key contributors to the folding nucleus. Thus, the design element used to create Phifoil spans residues 23-64 or, equivalently, residues 24-65 (an indistinguishable solution; Figure 3 ). Although this 42-residue region is smaller than the entire folding nucleus identified by ɸ-value analysis, the symmetric expansion of this sequence to structurally equivalent positions means that the ''missing'' parts of the experimentally determined folding nucleus are regenerated by structurally equivalent residues from positions residing within the folding nucleus. Alternative definitions involving minor variation in the precise start point may serve equally well as efficient folding nuclei. The final Phifoil construct was generated by symmetric expansion of the region 23-64 (24-65) folding nucleus but retaining the wild-type b-trefoil N and C terminus definitions (which is probably the most stable termini configuration (Longo et al., 2013 ; Figures 1 and 3) . Thus, the Phifoil protein contains two intact folding nuclei from FGF-1 as well as one interrupted folding nucleus (partial regions of which are located at the N and C termini). Alternatively, if the original longer 58 amino acid definition of the FGF-1 folding nucleus is effectively regenerated by the symmetric expansion, there are two intact and overlapping larger folding nuclei.
Phifoil Expression and Purification
Details of protein mutagenesis, expression, and purification are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
X-ray Crystallography
Purified Phifoil in phosphate buffer was concentrated to 12 mg/mL and crystal conditions were screened using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at 25 C. Diffraction quality crystals grew in 1 month from vapor diffusion against 800 mM (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 100 mM citric acid, pH 4.0. A crystal was mounted using a Hampton Research nylon cryo-loop and cooled in a stream of gaseous nitrogen to 100 K. Diffraction data were collected using an in-house Rigaku RU-H3R rotating anode X-ray source (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Osmic confocal mirrors (Osmic) and a MarCCD165 (Rayonix) detector. The data were indexed, integrated, and scaled using the HKL2000 software package (Z. Otwinowski, unpublished data, 1993; Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) . Molecular replacement and model building used the PHENIX software package (Zwart et al., 2008) , with 5% of the data in the reflection files set aside for R free calculations (Brü nger, 1992) . Symfoil-1 (Protein Data Bank [PDB] accession 3O49) was used as the search model in molecular replacement. Model building and visualization utilized the COOT molecular graphics software package (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) .
Isothermal Equilibrium Denaturation
The 10 mM samples of Phifoil in ADA Buffer were incubated for 20 hr at 25 C in the presence of 0.0-2.6 M GuHCl (i.e., 2 3 C m ) in 0.1 M increments. The folding of Phifoil was monitored by fluorescence on a Cary Eclipse fluorospectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier temperature control unit (Agilent). Samples were loaded into a 1.0 cm path length quartz cuvette and were incubated for 4 min prior to collecting spectra. Tyr fluorescence was excited at 277 nm, emission was monitored from 284 to 410 nm, and slit-widths were set to 5 nm. Each sample was scanned in triplicate and the resulting spectra were averaged, buffer subtracted, and integrated to generate an unfolding curve. The resulting unfolding curve was fit to a six-parameter, two-state model of protein unfolding (Eftink, 1994) using the nonlinear, least-squares fitting program, DataFit (Oakdale Engineering). Reported errors are the SDs of three independent experiments.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry DSC was performed on samples of 40 mM Phifoil in ADA Buffer using a VP-DSC microcalorimeter (GE Healthcare). Samples were scanned from 10 C to 95 C under 2.3 bar, with a pre-scan equilibration time of 10 min and a scan rate of 0.25 C/min . Prior to protein loading, buffer-buffer scans were collected until thermal history was established. Buffer-subtracted, concentration-normalized endotherms were analyzed using the DSCFit software package (Grek et al., 2001 ) and SDs result from three consecutive protein loads.
Preparation of Empirical Phase Diagrams
Temperature versus pH EPDs (Fan et al., 2007) were generated using three probes of protein structure: CD, SLS, and extrinsic fluorescence. Temperatures ranged from 10.0 C to 87.5 C; pH values ranged from pH 3.0 to 8.0.
Each probe at each pH was measured in triplicate and averaged to yield the final data for EPD determination. Three-index EPDs were constructed as previously described using the MiddaughSuite software package Maddux et al., 2011) . Additional details are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The PDB accession number for the refined X-ray structure coordinates and structure factors for the Phifoil protein is 4OW4.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, one figure, and three tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2014.08.008.
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Liam M. Longo, Ozan S. Kumru, C. Russell Middaugh, and Michael Blaber 3 spectrum was monitored from 400 to 600 nm as a function of temperature (10.0 -87.5 ºC). The excitation and emission slits were both set at 3 nm.
Step size and integration time were 1 nm and 0.5 s, respectively. The spectra were collected at 2.5 ºC intervals with a 2 min equilibration time at each temperature. One cm quartz cuvettes were used in all experiments. Fluorescence intensity at 480 nm was plotted as a function of temperature and emission of the buffer containing ANS was subtracted from all measurements. .1 ± 0.6 18.9 ± 0.6 1.11 ± 0.01 Phifoil 20.7 ± 0.3 17.5 ± 0.3 1.18 ± 0.01 a (Brych et al., 2001) (Zhang and Matthews, 1995) b Calculated from partial molar volumes (Hackel et al., 1999) 
